
SMOKE

Mombacho
 Cosecha 2013 by Mombacho - Pairs with Glenfiddich or Diplomatico

Consisting of entirely 2013 tobaccos this is one of the only true vintage cigars on the market. Meaning it 
utilizes one years tobacco crop, selecting the best tobaccos of that year and creating a blend. Sweet 
Caramel, rich coffee, cedar, and oak in the front end. Flavors transition to molasses, smoked oak, rich 

cashew, and spice in the back end.

CoCornelius & Anthony  
Cornelius - Pairs with Dalmore 12

Produced in the famed El Titan de Bronze in Miami, Florida these cigars utilize the highest quality 
Nicaraguan and Ecuadorian tobaccos to bring you the taste that took Cuban cigars to their coveted 
position in the 50’s. Creamy vanilla, cedar, caramel, cashew, finishing with a rich mocha and light spice

SMoKE
 Echo Claro - Pairs with Hendricks

TThis cigar was meticulously blended to create a mild body cigar that delivered rich flavor from front to 
back. Starting with notes of creamy vanilla and caramel, then transitioning into a sweet cedar and light 

coffee finish.

SMoKE
Echo Maduro - Pairs with Templeton

TThis cigar was made to show off the deep flavor possible in medium-medium/full blends. It doesn't 
always have to be earth and pepper rich when you make a stronger cigar. The blend profile starts with 
black coffee and oak, transitioning into a bold caramel/molasses and finishing with a sweet cacao.

Mombacho
 Tierra Volcan - Pairs with Clement

Hailing fHailing from Grenada, Mombacho Cigars is one of the only cigar factories not in Esteli, Nicaragua. The 
Tierra Volcan line launched Mombacho Cigars brand and is a blend created in homage to Nicaragua. 
Smooth and rich, this blend delivers sweet maple syrup and oak notes bringing a nuttiness and a brown 

sugar finish.

Mombacho
 Liga Maestro - Pairs with Glenfiddich

MombachoMombacho’s Liga Maestro is the brainchild of Claudio Sgroi, formerly of Davidoff fame and mentored by 
Avo Uvezian. This blend started out as a personal blend Claudio would make for himself that, after some 
pleading from the owners, he released in full production to the market. The Liga Maestro comes through 
with a deeper profile,  bourbon caramel, woodsy oak, and  finishes with a sweet honey, leather, and 

pepper.

HR
 HR Signature - Pairs with Monkey Shoulder

TThe HR Cigar brand, which stands for Hirochi Robaina, is the only brand on the market that owns both a 
factory and brand in Cuba, the Robaina Brand, and a non-Cuban factory, based in Nicaragua. Robaina is 
well known for creating some of the most flavorful and high quality cigars on the market. Sweet creme 

brulee, woodsy coffee, transitions into a light molasses, with hints of orange peel.

SMoKE
 The Zeus - Pairs with Diplomatico

TThisis a rich medium body Nicaraguan cigar, with a Costa Rican Binder, and 4 leaves of high priming 
ligero tobacco for the filler. The flavor of this cigar brings in caramel, cacao, sweet chocolate, toasted 
marshmallow, and a graham cracker sweetness. An underlyingsweet earth rounds out the profile
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